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The very root of ‘education’ is Latin: Ex-duco – which means to ‘bring out’ or ‘bring forth’.

No one needs to ADD anything to students, but bring to light their originality, the beauty of their uniqueness.

It is time for the Second Education to appear in all schools and universities, and give new directions to the world 

about economics and financial power.

The Second Education believes that all comes from within - all that you see and touch, right or wrong, good 

or evil, is just a projection of an invisible, powerful world, although neglected, that abides right inside you.

Beyond any achievement of humanity, be it social or scientific, there is always the dream of a man, only one, an individual who has 

believed in his dream and has put his life at stake to make it come true.
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EX-DUCO: ‘TO BRING OUT’ 

Elio D’Anna, 
European School of Economics Founder and President



EXDUCO
F i n d  Y o u r  S t u d e n t !  F i n d  Y o u r  T e a c h e r !  

ESE proposes an unprecedented initiative in which
students become teachers of their peers. To bring to
light their individual talents and affirm them through
sharing, our students gain threefold: Increased self-
knowledge and confidence in their own skills, the ability
to impart what one has already learned, and an increased
sense of awareness of community regardless of diversity
with fellow students
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Each student will teach the other students what they
know and will learn new skills from the others.

Through the performing arts, literature and sports that
are included in our educational programmes, each
student will have the opportunity to teach subjects,
games, hobbies, technologies or activities that they are
very familiar with while, at the same time, being an
aspiring student of an art, sport, activity or expertise that
will complement their academic background.

Inner Economy
The Answer to All and Everything

https://youtu.be/Y3SNRlzm1WE


1. Fill out the Exduco Questionnaire

2. Exduco coordinator will share the schedule of classes

3. Find your students - Organise your class.

4. Find your teachers - Sign-up for other classes.

5. ”Love What You Do and Do Only What You Love”
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How it Works

B R I N G  O U T  Y O U R  U N I Q U E N E S S

Students created a video making contestEXDUCO
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Some examples of activities proposals:

Arts and Design
Comedy
Documentary
Educational
Experimental
Fashion
Food
Music
Narrative
Sports
Talk

video

Conceptual Art
Ceramic
Painting
Sculpture
Digital Art
Drawings

artwork

Poetry
Prose
Lyrics
Play (Drama)
Speech
Movies/Tv-Series
Articles and Essays

literature

Advertising
Architectural
Abstract
Fashion
Food
Landscape
Pet
Portrait
Still Life
Sports
Time-lapse

photography

Composition
Vocal
Instrumental

music

Architecture
Business
Education
Fashion
Industrial
Engineering
Software
Game Design
Science
Product
Technology

Design

B R I N G  O U T  Y O U R  U N I Q U E N E S S

Science &
Technology

Education

EXDUCO
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VEESO – Virtual Reality Headset

B R I N G  O U T  Y O U R  U N I Q U E N E S S

EXDUCO

European School of Economics students testing VEESO.

VEESO is a virtual reality headset with built-in face tracking
cameras and sensor capable of capturing the users facial
expressions and emotions, and transferring them in real time
into the digital world.

https://youtu.be/RijDQ9Q-z7w
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From Florence to Singapore Overland

B R I N G  O U T  Y O U R  U N I Q U E N E S S

EXDUCO

ESE Graduates, Cesare Poccianti and Michele Sabatini
travelled from Florence to Singapore Overland. A journey
of 4 months, more than 30.000 kilometers and 28
countries.

As they were graduating from the European School of
Economics in Florence, they planned their graduation
trip, which had to be "epic". After almost a year of
planning, bureaucracy and raising funds, the two
graduates successfully managed to travel to their
destination by car. A unique experience that was only
managed once before, back in 1955. by six students from
Oxford and Cambridge.

Watch the Journey

“The Inner Journey is a very hard and dangerous task.
Self-Discovery is the very reason to begin such journey, and 

Self-Mastery is the incredible, wonderful achievement, 
that awaits at the end of it.”

(Elio D’Anna, ESE Founder and President)

https://vimeo.com/209581194


A true school should remind young people their originality and 

that they should never separate themselves from their dream. “Do only what you love”.
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Do Only What You Love

Elio D’Anna, 
European School of Economics Founder and President




